The effect of the target inertia term of rigid kinetic energy projectiles (KEP's) penetration resistance is investigated using nonlinear dynamic code LS-DYNA and four constitutive models. It is found that the damage number of target can be used to measure the influence of the inertia term. The smaller the damage number is, the less influence the inertia term has. The less dependent the resistance has on projectile velocity, the more accurate it is to treat the resistance as a constant. For the ogive-nose projectile with CRH of 3, when the target is aluminum, steel, or other metals, the threshold velocity for the constant resistance is at least 1258 m/s; when the target is concrete, rock, or other brittle materials, if the velocity of the projectile is greater than 400 m/s or so, the damage number would be very large, and the penetration resistance would clearly depend on the projectile's velocity. The higher the elastic wave velocity is, the more penetration process is affected by the impact face.
Introduction
The calculation of a projectile's penetration depth has always been a hot topic of penetration mechanics, and it is very important to understand the penetration resistance. There have been many arguments about the contribution of the target strength term and the inertia term to the penetration resistance. The cavity expansion theory (CET) has been widely used for the calculation of antipenetration resistance of various targets (e.g., metal, concrete, and rock) [1] [2] [3] [4] . According to CET, the penetration resistance can be expressed by
where and are radius and instantaneous velocity of the projectile, respectively. Y and are yield strength and density of the target, respectively. Dimensionless coefficients and can be determined through CET calculation. Generally, a ranges from 4 to 5, while varies from 1 to 1.5 for spherical nosed projectile and about 0.1 for ogive-nosed projectiles [5] . Apparently, the penetration resistance consists of two terms: the quasistatic term aY (the target strength term) and the dynamic term 2 (the target inertia term). The dependence of the penetration resistance on the projectile's velocity would become obvious when the projectile's velocity is greater than 400 m/s according to CET theory for rock and concrete materials [1, 3] .
However, when Batra and Wright [6] investigated the retarding force of an infinitely long spherically nosed rigid projectile penetrating into a rigid plastic target through a set of 2D simulations, they found a = 3.903 and b = 0.0773 when describing the retarding force using (1) . The shape coefficient is much smaller than CET calculation result; that is, CET model overestimates the contribution of the target inertia term. Hill [7] and Rapoport and Rubin [8] adopted a two-dimensional approach, which is different from the one-dimensional CET model, to describe the penetration resistance. They found that there is a critical velocity below which the penetration resistance is due solely to the resistance of plastic flow in the target and velocity independent. The experimental records of penetrators' decelerationtime history of Forrestal et al. [9] have approved this. The influence of the inertia term becomes important, and the penetration resistance becomes velocity dependent when the penetrator's velocity is greater than . Rosenberg and Dekel [5] analyzed many kinds of numerical simulations of rigid projectiles with different nose shapes penetrating into metal described by elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive model. They considered penetration velocities in aluminum up to about 1.5 km/s and concluded that the penetration resistance is 2 Advances in Materials Science and Engineering insensitive to the penetration velocity. As for concrete target, Rosenberg and Dekel [10] studied the experimental data of penetration depths versus impact velocities and found that is no less than 1200 m/s. Li and Chen [11] got the threshold impact velocity applicable for the assumption of constant penetration resistance by impulse analysis. As with the conclusions of Rosenberg and Dekel [10] , they found that depends on the target strength and the projectile nose shape. For ogive-nose projectile with a 3 CRH (caliberradius-head) and 36.2 MPa concrete, is 1186.4 m/s.
In general, there is no unified conclusion about whether the target inertia term of the penetration resistance should be considered when the projectile's velocity is in the range of 400-1300 m/s. For the terminal ballistics effects of the penetrator, most of the researchers focus on the penetration depth and residual velocity of the projectile instead of the projectile's deceleration-time history. In this study, ogive-nose projectiles penetrating into different targets were investigated with LS-DYNA 2D. By changing constitutive model, strength and density of the targets, the inertia term's contribution to different targets' antipenetration resistance, and corresponding characterization parameter were investigated. At last, the relationship between the targets elastic wave velocity and the sphere of influence of impact face was demonstrated.
Numerical Simulation and Analysis

Deceleration-Time History of Rigid Projectile Penetrating into Concrete.
A set of finite element simulations were carried out on the experiments of Forrestal et al. [9] . The projectiles are dimensioned in Figure 1 , and the cone at the end of the projectile was simplified into a cylinder to eliminate its influence on the penetration resistance. The grid size for finite element analysis is 0.26 cm. Solid construction was employed because we did not know the geometric dimensioning of the hollow part of the projectile, and the density was adjusted to 6.03 g/cm 3 to ensure the correct weight for the projectile. Although this affects the wave velocity which in turn influences the high frequency response of the penetrator, we focus on its rigid body response so as to compare with the measure data, and this adjustment in mass density is reasonable. The target was modeled as an 800 cm deep and 152 cm in diameter block which is large enough to be considered as semi-infinite. To improve calculation efficiency, a gradually variational grid scheme was adopted. We use fine grids (0.32 cm) at the central zone of the target, up to a distance of three times projectile radiuses from the axis. Lagrange processor was used for projectile and target, and the projectile was simplified as rigid body with Young's modulus (E) 206 GPa, Poisson's ratio ( ) 0.28. According to [3, 4] , friction has little effect on the penetration depth when the striking velocity of the penetrator is low, so it is neglected.
The accuracy of FEM (finite element method) simulations depends heavily on the constitutive model. Due to the simple mechanical property of the metal, the elastic-perfectly plastic model adopted by Rosenberg and Dekel [5] can provide a good description of the mechanical property of the metal which has small strain sensitivity and strain-rate sensitivity; so, their conclusions are suitable for these target materials. On the other hand, brittle materials like concrete have massive pores, hard aggregates, cement, and water. Their strength has a clear dependence on the confining pressures and strain rate. Although it is still a challenge to describe all the dynamic behavior, several dynamic constitutive models of concrete have been developed to describe various damage and failure behaviors of concrete during the penetration process. Holmquist et al. [12] developed the HJC (HolmquistJohnson-Cook) constitutive model for concrete subjected to large strains, high strain rates, and high pressures. This model can be used to exactly predict penetration depth and the residual velocity of the projectile, and it has been widely used in the numerical simulation. Taylor et al. [13] proposed a computational constitutive model which treats the dynamic fracture process in rock as a continuous accrual of damage, where the damage mechanism has been attributed to the microcracking in the rock medium. This model is applicable to the prediction of dynamic fracture behavior of rock and concrete. HJC model was adopted in our study. According to [9, 12] , material model parameters were determined, which are listed in Table 1 . The penetration depths of the simulations are 62.34, 100.32, and 120.63 cm when the impact velocities were 250, 336.6, and 378.6 m/s, and the corresponding experimental data were 62, 93, and 118 cm [9] , respectively. Figure 2 shows the deceleration-time history of the projectile with 250 m/s striking velocity, and it can be seen that the simulation data is consistent with the experimental data. Both penetration depth and deceleration history prove that the FEM model and the parameters are valid. It is also interesting to note that decelerations are quite constant; that is, the inertia term has little influence on the penetration resistance within this velocity range.
Using the same FEM model, we got the deceleration history of penetrator with striking velocities ( 0 ) of 800, 1200 m/s, as can be seen from Figure 3 , which also contains the velocity-time history of penetrator with 1200 m/s striking velocity. The velocity-time history and deceleration history of 1200 m/s penetrator show that the penetration resistance significantly increases with the increase of the penetrator velocity when the velocity of the penetrator is higher than 370 m/s or so. Gao et al. [14] measured the deceleration 
where D,̇ * , and p are damage parameter, dimensionless strain rate, and pressure, respectively. Other parameters are shown in Table 1 . Obviously, the dynamic yield strength of the concrete is sensitive to pressure and strain rate. The increasing of the projectile's velocity would lead to the increasing of strain ratė * and the pressure acting on the concrete around the nose of projectile, which in turn would cause the increasing of the target strength and the penetration resistance.
To get rid of the influence of target constitutive model on our conclusion, the TCK (Taylor-Chen-Kuszmaul) model for 40 MPa concrete was used, and the corresponding parameters are shown in Table 2 [15] , where K and IC are bulk modulus and fracture toughness; k and m are material constants which can be determined by tensile test. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4 , which contain deceleration history of projectiles with three kinds of different striking velocities and velocity-time history of projectile with 1200 m/s striking velocity. They show that the penetration resistance has a clear dependence on the projectile's velocity when the projectile's striking velocity is 800 m/s or 1200 m/s. From the velocity-time history and deceleration-time history of projectile with 1200 m/s striking velocity, we can see that the threshold for constant penetration resistance raises to about 600 m/s, because of the increase of the target strength.
Based on the simulation results with the previous two constitutive models above, it can be concluded that for concrete target, the inertia term has so little contribution to the penetration resistance that it can be neglected when the projectile's velocity is small. But if the striking velocity exceeds the threshold (for ogive-nose projectile with CRH of 3, it normally ranges from 400 to 600 or so), the dependence of penetration resistance on projectile velocity is very clear and the inertia term should be considered. [5] have conducted a lot of interesting studies based on elastic-perfectly plastic constitutional model, but many metal targets have obvious strain-hardening effects and strain-rate effects in reality. Whether their conclusions are valid still needs research. Forrestal et al. [4] did a set of experiments of steel projectile penetrating into 7075-T651 aluminum which have obvious strain-hardening effects. The power-law plasticity constitute model for this material can be formulated as
Deceleration-Time History of Rigid Projectile Penetrating into Aluminum. For the metal target, Rosenberg and Dekel
where , , , and N are stress, strain, initial yield stress, and hardening exponent, respectively, and the specific values are listed in Table 3 . Lagrange algorithm was used for the projectile and the target. Erosion criterion of maximum principal strain was introduced to delete the target mesh with particularly large deformation. In this set of simulations, the diameter, length, mesh size, and CRH of the rigid projectile are 7.11 mm, 82.91 mm, 0.3 mm, and 3, respectively. The target is a 22.9 cm long cylinder with diameter of 15.2 cm. The gradually variational grid scheme was used, and the size of the fine grids at the center of the target is 0.25 mm. Through the simulation, we got that the penetration depth of projectiles with 372, 695, 978, and 1258 m/s striking velocities are 29, 72, 125, and 196 mm, while the corresponding experimental data are 26, 70, 127, and 209 mm, respectively [4] . The simulation results are in good agreement with the experiment data. Figure 5 shows the deceleration history of projectile with four different striking velocities. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) are the results of numerical simulation and CET calculations (which neglect the compressibility of aluminum and friction), respectively. Figure 5(a) shows that the penetration resistance keeps increasing at the preliminary stage of the penetration because of the influence of the projectile's entry process and the impact face. The resistance is approximately constant when stable penetration stage comes. The constant deceleration is around 4.6 × 10 5 g, which is greater than the result of Rosenberg and Dekel (4.08 × 10 5 g) [5] . This is because the latter is the average deceleration of the whole penetration process. It can be seen from Figure 5 (b) that the penetration resistance obviously depends on the projectile's velocity, especially when the striking velocity is high. This trend is inconsistent with the trend shown in Figure 5 (a). In addition, Figure 5 the moment are 94.78 and 100.4 mm, respectively. These two penetration depths, which are far greater than the length of the projectile nose (11.79 mm), account for 75% and 51% of their total penetration depth. That is to say, the impact face affects the penetration resistance for most of the penetration process, but the CET-based methods shown in [4] entirely neglect the influence of the impact face and entry process. Based on the simulation results shown in Figure 5 the founding of Batra and Wright [6] . Hence, although CET based methods can be used to calculate the penetration depth exactly, they cannot provide an accurate description of the deceleration-time history for the penetrator.
Deceleration-Time History of Rigid Projectile Penetrating into Steel.
Based on the FEM model shown in Section 2.1, using elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive model ( = 200 GPa and = 0.28) then just changing the strength or density of the target, we get deceleration histories of projectiles penetrating into three different steel targets, as shown in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 , the target of Case 1 is a virtual steel material whose strength is 235 MPa, density is 23.5 g⋅cm −3 , and the targets of Case 2 and Case 3 are Q500 and Q235, respectively. The simulation results of Case 2 and Case 3 show that the penetration resistance keeps constant during the stable penetration stage. However, Case 3 does not show the influence of the entry process and impact face, and it is different from the results of aluminum target shown in Figure 5 (a). This is because Q235 has lower strength and higher density than 7075-T651 aluminum, and the inertia term of Q235 target is so strong that it obscures the influence of the impact face. If we increase the strength of the steel to 500 MPa, the strength term obscures the influence of inertia term then, as shown in Case 2, and this curve is very similar to that of aluminum shown in Figure 5 (a). If we increase the density of the steel to 23.5 g⋅cm −3 , the target inertia term would play an important role in the penetration resistance, as shown in Case 1. That is to say, even if elastic-perfectly plastic model is used, the penetration resistance would show a clear dependence on the projectile velocity when the target density is high enough.
From Figures 3, 5(a) , and 6, we can see that there is a big difference between concrete and metal (e.g., aluminum and steel) when considering the inertia term's contribution to the target's antipenetration resistance. The next issue is to find the 
where damage number = 2 / and = / . As mentioned earlier, b depends on the nose shape of the penetrator and is in the range of 4-5. Thus, the damage number (D) of the target material can be used to characterize the influence of the inertia term's contribution to target's antipenetration resistance. The smaller the damage number is, the less influence the inertia term has. The targets used in our simulation include 23 MPa concrete, Q235 steel, Q500 steel, and aluminum, and the corresponding damage numbers are 162, 57, 27, and 7.6 when the projectile's velocity is 1300 m/s. These damage numbers reduce in turn, and the deceleration histories in Figures 3-6 also show that the inertia term's influences reduce in turn. Substituting a = 4.64 and = 0.0022 got in Section 2.2 into (4), we get that the ratio of inertia term and strength term is 0.36% for aluminum target; so, the inertia term can be neglected. The damage number of concrete is at least an order of magnitude greater than that of metals; as a result, the inertia term's contribution to concrete target's antipenetration resistance is much greater than that of metallic target. Thus, for the ogive-nose projectile with CRH of 3, when the targets are aluminum, steel, and other metals, the threshold velocity for the constant resistance is at least 1300 m/s; when the targets are concrete, rock, and other brittle materials, if the velocity of the projectile is higher than 400 m/s or so, the damage number would be very large, and the penetration resistance would clearly depend on the projectile's velocity. Figures  3, 4 , and 5(a), it will take some time for the penetration resistance to reach its constant value. This is because of the influence of the impact face and the entry process. Table 4 lists the normalized penetration depth P (dividing the real penetration depth by projectile diameter d) of projectile whose penetration resistance just reaches its constant value. For concrete, P is consistent with the crater depth (2.3 ) given by Li and Chen [16] , while for metallic targets, P is 7.1 at least. This is caused by the difference of elastic wave speeds, which are 2800, 5044 and 5194 m/s for concrete, Q235 steel and aluminum, respectively. The higher the elastic wave velocity is, the more penetration process is affected by the impact face. The big difference of between aluminum and steel is caused by the difference of constitutive models adopted, which are power-law-plastic and elastic-perfectly plastic, respectively.
Sphere of Influence of Impact Face. As shown in
Conclusions
The inertia term's contribution to rigid projectile's penetration resistance is investigated using nonlinear dynamic program LS-DYNA. It is found that the damage number of the target material can be used to characterize the inertia term's contribution to penetration resistance, and the elastic wave velocity of the target material can be used to estimate the penetration process affected by the impact face. Four constitutive models are used to compare with each other to eliminate their influence on the results; thus, our conclusions have universal applicability. The paper clarifies the argument about the effect of the target inertia term of rigid KEP's penetration resistance and deepens our understanding of the variation of penetration resistance during the penetration process.
